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MEMORANDUM FOR: Darrell Eisenhut. Director, Division of Licensing

FROM: Roger J. Mattson, Director Di, vision of Systems Integration.

SUBJECT: BOARD NOTIFICATION CONCERNING RECENT SEMISCALE TEST RESULTS
- ., .

In my memorandum dated August 30, 1982 I reported the results of a recent'

Semiscale " feed and bleed" test (5-SR-2). In that memorandum. I stated that
: there was insufficient information 'available at that time to draw any con-

clusions from the results and we would pursue resolution of this issue and
inform the Boards of our conclusions following completion of our evaluation.
The purpose of this memorandum is to request that you inform the Boards that
we have completed our evaluation and have concluded that Semiscale test
S-SR-2 does not exhibit any new phenomena and can be adequately predicted
by our computer codes,

Semiscale test S-SR-2 simulated a loss of all feedwater which resulted in a-'

complete dryout of the secondary side of the steam generators. This resulted, .

in a pressurization of the primary system. The scaled PORY was opened to de-
pressurize the primary system to below the HPI pump shutoff head. This action, i

referred to.as primary feed and bleed, was done in an attempt to reach an
equilibrium thermal-hydraulic condition for core cooling. This involves re-
lieving the primary pressure increase due to core decay heat through the PORV
and replacing the primary coolant inventory lost out of the PORY with HPI
coolant. The high head charging pump was assumed to be inoperable for this
test. Prior to achieving this equilibrium thermal hydraul'ic condition, the
core simulator rods began to heat up excessively.

Our evaluation and conclusions are based on RELAP-5 analyses conducted by
EG8G, Idaho, for the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research of both the Semi-
scale S-SR-2 test and a corresponding feed and bleed mode of operation for a
typical Westinghouse 4-loop plant (RESAR plant). These analyses have shown
the following:

1) A RELAP-5 analysis of the Semiscale test SR-2 demonstrates the code's
ability to accurately calculate both the overall system response and
local responses. The RELAP-5 results show good, quantitative agree- !.

ment with the test data. |

2) RELAP-5 feed and bleed analyses for a Westingho~use RESAR plant de-| ;

sign both with and without full ECCS (charging and HPI) ' agree with. i

the general behavior seen in the Semiscale experiments. (The RESAR
calculation with ECCS results in steady state cort cooling being
achieved and an eventual restoration of subcooling in the primary
system.}*i

'

|
*The RESAR calculation assumed that ECCS charging flow was available and a ' decay

. heat curve was used while Semiscale used only HPI pumps and a constant power level.
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Additionally, the following conclusions are reached about the Semiscale;

test results. After voiding of the hot leg, the ability to maintain steady
state core cooling is considered within the experimental uncertainties of
the values of core decay heat PORY characteristics and HPI pumping capa-

i

bility. A small reduction in core power or PORV. mass flowrate or an in-
crease in HPI flowrate would probably have resulted in steady-state core
cooling before core uncovery. The RELAP-5 calculation of the ' test results

*

in either steady-state cooling before core uncovery or just as core un-.

covery begins depending on how uncertainties in steam generator heat trans-
for are treated in the code input.

The test analysis confirms our previous conclusion that the viability of
feed and bleed as well as the system response is a function of many para-
meters, including core decay heat level, PORY characteristics, ECCS pump-
ing capacity and operator action time. In summary, our review bf the test
data and the RELAP-5 analyses performed .to predict this test data lead us
to conclude that no new phenomena are exhibited by Semiscale test S-SR-2 I

'

and that the staff's RELAP-5 analysis code. adequately predicts the test data
and associated thermal hydraulic phenomena. ,

We point out that regardless of the conclusions that may. have been reached
from this test regarding viability of feed and bleed, feed and bleed coolingi

is not a design basis requirement considered necessary to meet the Commis-
sion's Regulations fo any LWRs currently licensed or being considered for
a license. We are providing this follow-up evaluation due to the interest
in feed and bleed cooling expressed in recent licensing proceedings and be-
cause we believe it is in 'the best interest of the regulatory process to
keep the licensing boards informed of these recent test results.

These analyses and this test are not a generic indetion of the ability of
PWRs to feed and bleed. The detailed capatiility of a rJR to feed and bleed

,

must be determined by individual analyses.
^

bi ,m
'

'

Roger J. Mattson, Director
Division of Systems Integration

cc: H. Denton
'E. Case
S. Hanauer
D. Ross, RES
H. Sullivan, RES f
0. Bassett, RES
H. Cutchin, OELD
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September 14, 1982
l

Mr.b[E. Tiller, Director
Reactor Operations & Progras. Division !
Idaho Operations Office - DOE
Icano Falls. ID 83401 ;

TRANSMITTAL CF ANALYSIS OF PRIMARY FEED AND BLEED C0 CLING IN P'.iR SYSTEMS - t
JAC-090-82

'

l

Ref: P. North ltr to R. E. Tilier, PN-137-82, Primary Ccolant System i
.- Feed. and Bleed, August 4,1982 -

--

'

Cear Mr. Tiller: '

.

Attached is a reoort whicn documents a study conducted to investigats
primary feed and bleea cooling in crassurizac water reactor type systems. ,

At the request of the Nuclear Regulatcry Ccmission, primary feed anc
bleed ex:eriments were conoucted in the Semiscale Moc-IA system. A prelimin-
ary analysis of the experiments identified ;hencmena that could adversely ;

affect the adequacy of feed and bleed for maintaining system cocling (ref y - |'ence). ;
6

A systematic study of primary feed and bleed cooling was undertaxen which t
involved examining the basic parameters that govern feed and bleec, identi- t!

fying phencmena thrcuch reference to the Semiscale ex:eriments tnat inf beace !4

those parameters, analyzino and interpreting the Semisc?.le e.cerimental '
,

results, verifying the ability of tne RELAP5 c:mcuter code to c:rrsct;,
,

precict tne Semiscale experiments, and finally using ne RELAPS coce :c
stucy a recresentative scenario involving primary feed anc bieed in a
full-scale plant. !

The summary and conclusions in the rep rt, thougn not exnaustive,'provi a [
s concise sopreach to understancing mechanisms g: er"11ng primary fasc

,anc bleec ccoling. !-

!

'fery,, truly yours,
*'
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J(A.Jearten. Manager >

'iator Reac cr Research Ce artrert.
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i c.ctachment: i

As stated
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